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Pandemic Planning In Ontario
• provincial workshop held in 1999 to raise
awareness and launch planning process
• Ontario health units asked to develop local
pandemic plans; templates created in 2001
• no work on provincial pandemic plan until
after SARS
• provincial health pandemic plan published
May 2004

Cette présentation a été effectuée le 2 décembre 2004, au cours de la journée « Pandémie d'influenza ou la gestion d'une crise de
santé publique dans un contexte de pénurie de ressources » dans le cadre des Journées annuelles de santé publique (JASP)
2004. L'ensemble des présentations est disponible sur le site Web des JASP, à l'adresse http://www.inspq.qc.ca/jasp/archives/.
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Perth County Planning Process
• a long and slow process with still no written
pandemic plan
However:
• high awareness of issue
• much thinking and planning has occurred
• several real emergencies provided practice
• better vision now of what plan should look like

Local Launch – August 2000
• workshop for key stakeholders in Perth and
Huron Counties (health, municipal, social
services etc.)
• presentations on pandemic influenza, its impact,
and pandemic planning
• creation of a two-county pandemic flu planning
committee
• further work postponed until 2001 because of
new universal influenza immunization program
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First Planning Committee
• joint Huron-Perth planning committee met
several times in 2001 to identify tasks and local
leadership
• decision to work separately except for hospital
planning
• community preparedness workshop held Nov
2001 for municipalities, social services and
voluntary agencies
• follow-up meetings with municipal CAO’s in
2002 to clarify roles and decision-making

Work Continues Slowly
• many presentations on pandemic influenza to
health care providers & Boards, municipalities,
community groups
WNV

• formal pandemic planning
interrupted by WNV and SARS
• new Ontario emergency preparedness
legislation promoted renewed municipal
interest by late 2003
• SARS experience prompted health
planners to come together again

SARS
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“PEP for Health” Activities - 2004
• Perth Emergency Preparedness for Healthcare
formed in January 2004 to address health
emergency planning
• reviewed FluAid and FluSurge projections for
Perth County
• agreed to complete county pandemic plan
• held a successful county-wide workshop
• will help plan hospital pandemic exercise next
spring

System Preparedness for a Major
Epidemic - Is Perth County Ready?
(October 1, 2004)
• workshop goal to strengthen emergency
planning linkages between community,
municipal and health sectors
• high level speakers ensured strong turnout
• training exercise used avian flu scenario to
clarify roles and responsibilities
• will become an annual event
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What Our Pandemic Plan
Will Look Like
• decided on one overall county pandemic plan

combining health and municipal roles
• will follow our provincial plan closely
• Incident Management approach to be adopted
• individual agencies and municipalities also need
plans for parts they are responsible for
• components to be as generic as possible

Perth Pandemic Influenza Plan
Draft Outline
• introduction
• Perth County impact
• assumptions
• goal of the response
• response phases
• overview of roles and responsibilities
• organization of the Perth County response
(command structure)
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Tools for Creating Interest
• local experience with pandemic influenza
• stories eg search for 1918 virus
• old photos
• projections of local impact
(FluAid and FluSurge)
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Assessing Local Impact
in Perth County (pop 74,000)
Assumptions: no. vaccine or antivirals
35% attack rate

most likely

range

outpatient visits

13,811

10,840 - 19,635

hospitalizations

364

151 - 482

74

45 - 121

deaths
Source: FluAid and FluSurge
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Percent of Hospital Capacity Used
by Flu Patients, Perth County
Assumptions: no. vaccine or antivirals
35% attack rate, 6 week wave
Most likely scenario
existing
needed % of capacity
used
Beds needed for:
capacity in 4th wk
hospital admissions

223

80

36%

flu pts in ICU

9

17

187%

flu pts on ventilator

5

8

168%

Source: FluSurge
www.cdc.gov/flu/flusurge.htm

Pandemic Exercises
• few examples of local exercises

• can incorporate into required municipal or
agency exercises
• seize or create opportunities, for example:
• small outbreaks or emergencies
• scheduled events like mass vaccination
campaigns
• pilot components during regular flu seasons
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Key Challenges
• lack of provincial plan until spring 2004
• lack of time and resources for planning
• municipal complacency about their role
• trying to integrate Incident Management
approach
• lack of models for local plans and local
exercises

Key Success Factors
• local champion(s)
• using local stories and projections
• adapting framework of provincial and
national plans
• health sector collaboration
• linkage with emergency response sector
• creating opportunities to practice
components of the plan
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‘There is only one thing more
difficult than planning for an
emergency, and that would be
having to explain why you didn’t.’
Dr Bonnie Henry
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